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 < 166 GeV at 95%  confidence level, most likely value 85 GeV
● Number of theoretical issues not completely satisfactory (Hierarchy problem, 
naturalness,.) - many recent models don't seem these as problems, but still SM 
is an effective field theory (at the very least doesn't include gravity) 
● Big Hierarchy problem ( ~ 1019, EW ~TeV)
● Little Hierarchy – new physics parameterized by scale however EWPT show 
that  ~ 5-7 TeV (already fine tunning on the order of a few percent)
Electroweak Working Group: Summer 2006
  
Little Higgs
● Higgs is a pseudo-
Goldstein boson 
● EWSB by “Collective 
Symmetry breaking”
● Original Idea  Georgi and 
Pais in 1974 
● Arkani-Hamed, Cohen, 
Georgi (2001) revived the 
idea in a 3 scale model
● Proliferation of models 
since then
● Introduction of “T-Parity” 
much like SUSY R-Parity 
essentially put in by hand 









● We have to look for the new particles
– New heavy fermions: typically focus on the 
minimal models where there looking for a 
heavy Top






– Higgs Sector: light Higgs, and heavy higgs 
(neutral, charged)
● In theories with T-Parity can produce a 
heavy neutral stable particle (much like 
the LSP in SUSY) – a dark matter canidate
  
Atlas and CMS at the beginning 
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Charged Higgs Sector
● Require 4 muons with P
T
 > 8 GeV, |η| < 2.1
● Largest impact point < 0.05 cm
● Includes Trigger Efficiency
● 5  discovery for mass less then 650 GeV, 
exclude at 95% C.L up to 760 GeV  
assuming 10 fb-1
● CMS TDR CERN/LHCC 2006-21
  
Heavy Gauge Bosons
● Leptonic Decays 
are discovery 
channels
● Hadronic Decays  
interesting to 
















● Invariant Mass > 800 GeV
● Other backgrounds on the order of 
a few percent of long Drell-Yan tail 







● 1 Isolated Lepton P
T
 > 25 GeV
● Missing P
T
 > 25 GeV
● 2 bjets with P
T
 > 25 GeV
● R(b,l) < 2 for one bjet, R(b,l) > 2











) GeV       σ*B(fb)
1000                 3.064
1500                 0.645









– Zh, two isolated same flavor 
charged leptons reconstructing 










 , and 
2 bjets
Eur Phys J C39S2, 13 (2005)
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Heavy Top Searches (I)
● Zt Decay
– Event Selection
● 2 electrons (muons) with P
T
 > 20 
GeV (10 GeV) with combined        
P
T
 > 100 GeV with an invariant 
mass within 10 GeV of the Z
● Third lepton with P
T
 > 20 GeV with 




 > 60 GeV 
● Exactly one bjet with P
T
 > 30 GeV
● Invariant mass of W and b-jet from 
110- 220 GeV
● Invariant mass of Zt system in 
search window
– Only SM background with non-zero 
contribution is ZZ
Heavy Top gets mass 
via two Yukawa interactions
with couplings 
Depending on Yukawa couplings
the amount of data needed for
5  discovery varies (on the order
of hundreds of fb-1)
CMS Physics TDR
  
Heavy Top Searches (II)
● Similar cuts for the tZ channel as CMS
● Wb
– Charged lepton P
T
> 100 GeV
– 1 bjet with P
T
> 200 GeV
– No more than 2 jets with P
T
> 50 GeV






Eur. Physics Journal  C 39 S2 (2005) s13-s24
  
Recent Developments
● New Little Higgs Theories with different 
phenomenology in the top sector
● T-odd heavy top quark, which then 
decays into top a heavy photon
● Dark Matter Candidate much like SUSY 
LSP
● Experimental signature is tt + missing P
T




● Little Higgs theories are a novel way to 
introduce electroweak symmetry 
breaking
● Including T parity avoid limits from EWPT
● Rich Phenomenology
– Charged Higgs, as well as SM like Higgs
– New Heavy Gauge Bosons (Would be most 
likely discovery)
– Heavy Top quark (and other heavy fermions)





Constraints on Little Higgs 
Theories
● Without T-Parity : 





which breaks the tree level custodial 
symmetry explicitly
– Oblique corrections
● With T-Parity much less severe (same 
idea as SUSY R-Parity – must be produced 
in pairs which suppress the contributions 












● Forward jets 




● Atlas Studied the WW fusion single 
production of the charged higgs in  these 
models
● However, the cross-section is suppressed 
by the coupling which is required to be 
small from SM oblique corrections. 
Therefore focus on the Drell-Yan pair 
production.
● Assume a luminosity uncertainty of 5%, 
signal cross-section uncertainty of 10%, 
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